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� The mismatch negativity (MMN) evoked by cued deviants containing a frequency sweep within a tone
is much larger than the one evoked by cueless deviants.
� A cued–cueless asymmetry between behavioural discrimination and neurophysiological data was

demonstrated.
� The respective contributions of the memory-based and adaptation/fresh-afferent models of MMN

generation are discussed on the basis of the present results.

a b s t r a c t

Objective: This study was designed to separately test the effect of the cued/cueless nature of deviant
stimuli and that of temporal distance between sound and deviance onsets on the mismatch negativity
(MMN) as well as to look for discrepancies between behavioural discrimination performances and
MMN amplitude when deviants are cueless.
Methods: Ten healthy adults passively listened to stimuli that were contrasted by the presence or
absence of a frequency sweep starting early or late within the sound. Discrimination performances were
collected after the electrophysiological sessions.
Results: MMNs were much larger for cued than for cueless deviants. The temporal distance between sound
and deviance onsets affected MMNs evoked by both cued and cueless deviants, even to the point of abol-
ishing the MMN when cueless deviance occurred late in the stimulus. Behavioural data were at ceiling lev-
els for all conditions, contrasting with the absence of MMN evoked by cueless deviants with late onset.
Conclusions: Two mechanisms contribute to the MMN evoked by cued deviants: the memory comparison
process and the adaptation/fresh-afferent one. Within the temporal window of integration, the delay at
which each component disappears is different.
Significance: Comparing waveforms evoked by cued versus cueless deviants provides a fairly simple way
of isolating the MMN memory-based component.
� 2012 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction

Among auditory event-related potentials (ERPs), the mismatch
negativity (MMN) has been, and still is, the subject of many inves-
tigations because of its unique characteristics allowing objective
assessment of neural correlates of percepts (Picton et al., 2000).
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The MMN is considered to be an attention-independent process
indexing the automatic detection of deviance of a rarely occurring
stimulus with respect to frequent standard background stimuli (for
reviews, see Näätänen, 1992; Lang et al., 1995; Ritter et al., 1995;
Näätänen and Alho, 1997; Schröger, 1997; Picton et al., 2000;
Näätänen et al., 2007; May and Tiitinen, 2010).

The MMN can be elicited by many types of acoustic deviances
(e.g., frequency contrast: Alho et al., 1990, intensity contrast:
Näätänen et al., 1987, spatial localisation contrast: Paavilainen
et al., 1989, duration contrast: Näätänen et al., 1989) as well as
by contrasts in abstract features of complex stimuli such as in
ed by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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music (e.g., Tervaniemi et al., 1993), speech (e.g., Kraus et al., 1992)
or even spatial (Colin et al., 2002b; Stekelenburg et al., 2004) and
phonetic (Colin et al., 2002a, 2004) illusory percepts.

The prevailing view about the process eliciting the MMN is that
it is the outcome of an automatic comparison performed between a
new, deviant stimulus and the memory trace formed by the sen-
sory representation of the standard stimulus within short-term
memory (Novak et al., 1990; Näätänen, 1990, 1992; Cowan et al.,
1993; Cowan, 1995; Näätänen and Alho, 1995; Näätänen et al.,
2007). However, this view is challenged by several authors who ar-
gue that the MMN is generated by fresh-afferent neuronal activity
and is an expression of the auditory N1 component modulated in
latency and amplitude by differential adaptation effects (Jääskeläi-
nen et al., 2004; May and Tiitinen, 2010 for a comprehensive re-
view). In a recent review, Näätänen et al. (2011) argue that such
an N1 effect elicited by an oddball paradigm can be dissociated
from the genuine MMN, conceived as reflecting the memory-based
detection of a violation of auditory regularities.

Another classical description of the MMN properties is that its
amplitude is highly correlated to behavioural discrimination mea-
sures in healthy (e.g., Lang et al., 1995) and clinical (e.g., Kraus and
McGee, 1996) populations.

In a previous study (Colin et al., 2009), we analysed the laten-
cies and amplitudes of the MMNs evoked by duration contrasts,
each of which was built by opposing a fixed duration standard with
duration increments or decrements of identical relative deviance
magnitude. For each duration of the standard stimulus, the incre-
ment and decrement duration deviants differed from the standard
ones by a fixed proportion (50%). The same stimuli were also used
in psychophysical measurements in order to correlate the MMN re-
sults with behavioural discrimination performances across all
duration contrasts.

We found that for a given duration contrast, duration decre-
ments gave rise to significantly larger MMNs than increments
did, a result that agreed with another recent study by Takegata
et al. (2008). By contrast, hit rates were at ceiling levels and reac-
tion times were similar for every contrast, irrespective of the rela-
tive length of the deviants. This major discrepancy does not fit with
the classical correlation between MMN and behavioural parame-
ters. This calls for an explanation of the neurophysiological mech-
anisms responsible for the MMN drastic reduction, whereas
behavioural performances remained at a maximum.

Other even more striking asymmetries brought about by
exchanging the roles of standard and deviant within a single con-
trast pair have been demonstrated in the literature. For example,
Bishop et al. (2005) found that, whether participants attended or
ignored the stimuli, significant MMNs were elicited by fre-
quency-modulated deviants presented among unmodulated stan-
dards, but no MMN was evoked when an unmodulated deviant
was presented among frequency-modulated standards. No behav-
ioural data were recorded in this latter study. The asymmetric ef-
fect of deviance direction on MMN elicitation was interpreted by
Bishop et al. (2005) as reflecting the activation of low-level feature
detectors activated when the deviant stimulus was a modulated
sound (i.e., contained a specific cue). Such an interpretation might
also hold for the amplitude asymmetry between the MMN evoked
by duration increments and decrements: when a long deviant is
presented among shorter duration standards, the deviant can be
regarded as a cueless stimulus because there is no physical marker
making deviance quantification possible until the end of the sound.

However, another possible explanation for the MMN amplitude
asymmetry between duration increments and decrements rests on
the different temporal distance between sound and deviance on-
sets across the two conditions. Using frequency-modulated devi-
ants, Grimm and Schröger (2005) showed that the later the
deviation occurred within the sound, the smaller the MMN ampli-
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tude was, suggesting that the temporal distance between stimulus
onset and deviance onset is relevant for MMN elicitation. In Colin
et al. (2009), it was impossible to disentangle the cued/cueless
effect from the deviance onset one, since the temporal distance be-
tween sound and deviance onsets was always shorter for duration
decrements than for increments.

We therefore formulate the hypothesis that the temporal dis-
tance between sound onset and deviance onset on the one hand
and the presence or absence of a specific cue within the deviant
sound on the other hand will modulate MMN parameters indepen-
dently of behavioural performances. To test this hypothesis, we
used stimuli that all had the same duration and were contrasted
by the presence or absence of a frequency sweep with an onset
positioned early or late within the sound. With such a design, we
were able to test the cued/cueless effect by comparing MMNs
evoked by deviants containing a frequency sweep against fixed fre-
quency standards and MMNs evoked by deviants containing a fixed
frequency against frequency sweep standards. We were also able
to test the temporal distance effect by comparing MMNs evoked
by an early deviance onset within the sound (100 ms after sound
onset) to MMN evoked by a later deviance onset (280 ms after
sound onset). Behavioural data were collected after the electro-
physiological sessions in order to assess the level of correlation be-
tween perceptual performances and MMN parameters.
2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Ten healthy right-handed subjects (eight women) aged 21–
36 years (mean: 26.1) participated in the experiment. They gave
their informed consent to participate after the details of the proce-
dure had been explained to them. The experimental protocol has
been approved by the ethical committee of the Brugmann Hospital,
where the neurophysiological recordings took place.

2.2. Stimuli

All stimuli had an overall duration of 500 ms. The MMN-elicit-
ing contrast was obtained by opposing stimuli with a fixed fre-
quency (1000 Hz) to ones containing a frequency sweep. To test
the temporal distance hypothesis, the frequency sweep started at
either 100 or 280 ms after sound onset. To test the cued/cueless
hypothesis, two oddball sequences were built for each contrast:
one with the stimulus containing the frequency sweep as deviant
and one containing the fixed frequency stimulus as deviant.

The stimuli containing the frequency sweeps were made of
three successive segments. The first segment was a 1000-Hz fixed
frequency sound and lasted either 100 ms (for the stimuli with the
frequency sweep onset at 100 ms) or 280 ms (for the stimuli with
the frequency sweep onset at 280 ms). The second segment was
the frequency sweep (sweep rate = 1 Hz ms–1) and always lasted
100 ms. The third segment was a 1100-Hz fixed frequency sound
that lasted either 300 ms (for the stimuli with the frequency sweep
onset at 100 ms) or 120 ms (for the stimuli with the frequency
sweep onset at 280 ms). The starting phases of the second and
third segments were adjusted to the instantaneous phase value
of the last point of the preceding segment so that there was no dis-
continuity in the sinusoidal pattern of the signal. Stimuli were
Blackman-windowed with a rise and fall time of 20 ms.

2.3. Procedure

The stimuli were binaurally delivered at 60 dB SL with Etymotic
earphones (model ER-3A) connected through a 25-cm-long silicon
s single origin of the MMNs evoked by cued versus cueless deviants. Clin
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tube ending into a hollowed foam cylinder inserted into the en-
trance of the ear canals.

Subjects were comfortably seated in an armchair fitted with a
back headrest. They were instructed to ignore the auditory stimuli
while watching a digital versatile disc (DVD) with subtitles, so as to
minimise the risk of contaminating the data by attention-related
ERP components such as N2b and P300 (Näätänen, 1991; Picton
et al., 2000).

TDT hardware (System II) and software (SigGen 3.51 and Sig-
Play 3.3) generated the stimuli and controlled their duration and
intensity. The TDT was interfaced with an InstEP stimulation sys-
tem (software ver. 3.3) that controlled the presentation order
and timing of the stimuli.

To minimise the risk of MMN habituation reported to occur
when sessions are too long (McGee et al., 2001), stimuli were pre-
sented in short sequences of about 10 min. In each short sequence,
450 standard stimuli and 75 deviant stimuli were randomly deliv-
ered with a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 1100 ms.

A complete MMN data bank for each condition was made up of
four short sequences, to include 300 deviant stimuli of each kind
before data analysis. Moreover, for each type of deviant, one devi-
ant-alone series comprising 300 single tones was recorded with
the same SOA (1100 ms) as in the oddball sequences (e.g., Kraus
et al., 1995).

The presentation order of the short sequences was pseudo-ran-
domised so that the same sequence was never presented more
than once in immediate succession. The deviant-alone sequences
were randomly interspersed among the oddball sequences.

Subjects were free to take any type of break they wished be-
tween sequences.

2.4. Electrical activity recording

Brain electrical activity was recorded with Ag–AgCl electrodes
from Fz, F3, F4, C3, C4 (10–20 system) as well as from left and right
mastoids (M1, M2), all referred to the tip of the nose. Horizontal
and vertical eye movements were monitored using two bipolar
recordings: one between each outer eye canthus and one between
a supraorbital electrode and an electrode positioned just below the
lower eyelid on the right side. After amplification (10,000 times for
brain activity channels and 5000 times for eye movement chan-
nels) and filtering (0.1–70 Hz), the input signals were digitised
with a sampling rate of 512 Hz and stored on the computer disc
for off-line averaging.

2.5. MMN computation and measurement

Data averaging was performed with an InstEP system (software
version 3.3). Recording epochs with a total duration of 1024 ms
were averaged separately for the deviant alone and the deviant
in oddball sequences stimuli. The pre-stimulus baseline was
332 ms.

Rejection of artefacted sweeps from the final averages was per-
formed on the basis of a ±100 lV criterion for all channels. Aver-
aged waveforms were digitally filtered (0.1–30 Hz) and baseline-
corrected before being converted into ASCII format and exported
to a spreadsheet program for further analysis and plotting. The
MMN was computed as the differential waveform obtained by sub-
tracting the tracings evoked by deviant stimuli presented alone
from the ones evoked by deviant stimuli embedded in the oddball
sequences (Kraus et al., 1995).

To maximise signal-to-noise ratio and take the entire MMN
equivalent dipole into consideration, we re-referenced the wave-
forms recorded at Fz to the average of the mastoids (Näätänen
et al., 2004; Pettigrew et al., 2004a,b; Pakarinen et al., 2007; Pablos
Martin et al., 2007; Takegata et al., 2008). For each contrast, the
Please cite this article in press as: Hoonhorst I et al. Evidence for a dual versu
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presence of a significant MMN was objectively ascertained by sub-
mitting these re-referenced differential waveforms to the t-test
computation proposed by Kraus et al. (1993). This method per-
forms a point-to-point comparison of the amplitudes of the wave-
forms evoked by the standard and deviant stimuli (or by the
deviant alone and deviant in oddball sequences stimuli in the pres-
ent case), to determine the latency period over which the grand
averages are significantly different from zero. For each contrast,
t-tests were computed within a 300-ms time period symmetrically
centred on the visually identified MMN latency peak on the grand
average waveforms. Significance level was set at p < 0.05.

Peak latency and mean amplitude values were gathered, on the
re-referenced differential waveform, for each subject and each con-
trast. The MMN peak latency was determined as the most negative
point occurring during the period of consecutive significant t-tests
on the grand averages. It was measured from the theoretical point
in time at which deviance could be detected (i.e., from sweep onset
for the deviants containing the frequency sweep and from the mo-
ment at which sweep onset should have occurred for the fixed fre-
quency deviants).

Mean amplitudes were measured within 40-ms duration time
windows centred on the grand average MMN peak latency. Resort-
ing to mean rather than to peak amplitudes avoided the presence of
missing data in the analysis of variance (ANOVA) computation, de-
spite the absence of a significant MMN for one of the four contrast
types (see Section 3). For this contrast type (late onset/cueless), we
used the same temporal windows to determine peak latencies and
mean amplitudes as for the late onset/cued condition.
2.6. Psychophysical experiment

To avoid carry-over effects of attention that could have spoilt
the inattentive condition requested for recording MMNs uncon-
taminated by N2b and P300 components (Näätänen, 1991; Picton
et al., 2000), the behavioural discrimination data were collected
after the electrophysiological session. The stimuli were the same
as in the electrophysiological experiment and were delivered in
the same way. Only one oddball sequence of 525 trials was pre-
sented for each condition. The subjects were informed that they
would hear deviant sounds among standard ones and that their
task was to press the left mouse button when they perceived a
deviant sound. Reaction times were collected from the moment
at which deviance occurred.

For each subject and each standard-deviant contrast,
discrimination performances were assessed by computing d0 val-
ues according to the signal detection theory (Green and Swets,
1966). In the present study, perfect detection (100% of hits and
0% of false alarms) should give a d0 value of 5.03 after correction
for ceiling and floor effects, whereas chance responses (50% of hits
and 50% of false alarms) should give a d0 value of 0.
2.7. Statistical analysis

ANOVAs were conducted to assess whether deviance onset
(early versus late) and deviance type (cued versus cueless devi-
ants) affected MMN latencies and mean amplitudes as well as
behavioural hit rates and reaction times.
3. Results

3.1. MMN assessment

Fig. 1 illustrates differential waveforms grand-averaged across
all subjects and evoked by the two kinds of deviant stimuli for each
s single origin of the MMNs evoked by cued versus cueless deviants. Clin
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Fig. 1. Differential waveforms referred to the tip of the nose and grand averaged
across all subjects for Fz and the average of both mastoids, evoked by the two kinds
of deviant stimuli (thin lines: fixed frequency deviants versus thick lines: deviants
containing the frequency sweeps) against the 100 ms deviance onset (upper panel)
and against the 280 ms deviance onset (lower panel). The single arrow indicates
sound onset and the double arrow indicates deviance onset.

Fig. 2. Differential re-referenced waveforms evoked by the two kinds of deviant
stimuli (cued deviants: upper tracings; cueless deviants: lower tracings) against the
100 ms (thick lines) and 280 ms (thin lines) deviance onsets. The short horizontal
lines on top of the MMN peaks indicate the periods of consecutive significant
t-tests.

Fig. 3. Bar graphs illustrating the mean and standard deviations of the MMN mean
amplitudes (upper panel) and peak latencies (lower panel) across all conditions.
Chequered bars represent the conditions in which the deviant contained the
frequency sweep (C+) whereas unpatterned bars represent the conditions in which
the deviant was the fixed frequency sound (C�).

Fig. 4. Bar graphs illustrating the mean and standard deviations of reaction times
(upper panel) and d0 (lower panel) across all conditions. Chequered bars represent
the conditions in which the deviant contained the frequency sweep (C+) whereas
unpatterned bars represent the conditions in which the deviant was the fixed
frequency sound (C�).
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of the two deviance onsets (upper panel: 100 ms; lower panel:
280 ms).

The visual analysis of Fig. 1 shows that all deviants but the one
corresponding to a fixed frequency sound played against a
standard containing a frequency sweep with late onset (280 ms)
elicited clear-cut MMNs inverted in polarity between scalp con-
vexity and mastoids. As shown in Fig. 2, objective t-test analysis
applied on the re-referenced enhanced waveforms confirmed this
observation.

3.2. Statistical analysis of the MMN parameters

Fig. 3 illustrates the distributions of the MMN mean amplitudes
and latencies, measured on the re-referenced waveforms in the
four experimental conditions.

With regard to mean amplitudes, there was a significant effect
of deviant type (F(1,9) = 12.30, p < 0.01), the MMN mean amplitude
being 242% larger when the deviant stimulus was cued than when
it was cueless. The effect of deviance onset timing was significant
too (F(1,9) = 5.52, p < 0.05), the late onset giving rise to smaller
Please cite this article in press as: Hoonhorst I et al. Evidence for a dual versu
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MMNs than the early onset. The interaction between deviant type
and deviance onset was not significant (F < 1).
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For MMN latencies, there was neither deviant type effect
(F(1,9) = 1.03, p > 0.05) nor deviance onset effect (F(1,9) = 4.20,
p > 0.05), nor interaction (F(1,9) = 3.80, p > 0.05).
3.3. Psychophysical experiment

Results (reaction times and d0) are displayed, for each contrast,
in Fig. 4.

Two-way ANOVAs were performed on d0 and reaction times
(RT) with deviant type (two levels) and deviance onset (two levels)
as independent variables.

For both d0 and RT, there was neither deviant type effect
(F(1,9) = 2.58, p > 0.05 for d0 and F < 1 for RT), deviance onset effect
(F(1,9) = 4.69, p > 0.05 for d0 and F < 1 for RT) nor interaction
between deviant type and deviance onset (F(1,9) = 1.26, p > 0.05
for d0 and F(1,9) = 1.43, p > 0.05 for RT). Mean reaction time for
the four possible contrasts was 439 ms and mean d0 was 4.65
(which can be regarded as almost ceiling level, given the maximum
possible d0 in the present experiment).
4. Discussion

The present results clarify previous work on duration and fre-
quency content contrasts which had revealed:

– major asymmetries in the amplitudes of MMNs evoked by the
same amount of acoustic deviance, according to the cued/cue-
less nature of the deviant (Bishop et al., 2005; Colin et al., 2009);

– a detrimental effect of increasing the temporal delay between
sound and deviance onset beyond 300 ms (e.g., Grimm and
Schröger, 2005); and

– discrepancies between behavioural hit rates (almost at ceiling
levels) and neurophysiological data (Grimm et al., 2004; Colin
et al., 2009).

Such asymmetries and discrepancies were further examined in
the present study, using frequency sweep contrasts. The stimuli all
had the same duration but deviants could contain the frequency
sweep (and were then played against a fixed frequency standard)
or were fixed frequency sounds (played against standard contain-
ing the frequency sweep). Moreover, the onset of the frequency
sweep contrast within the sound was either 100 or 280 ms. This
configuration enabled us to separately manipulate the effect of
the cued/cueless nature of the deviants and that of temporal dis-
tance between sound and deviance onset as well as to look for pos-
sible interactions between the two. Moreover, we collected
behavioural performances for each experimental condition to look
for a discrepancy between behavioural and neurophysiological
data akin to the one found for cueless duration contrasts (Colin
et al., 2009).

As stated in the Introduction, the process eliciting the MMN is
explained by two models that are often considered to be mutually
exclusive (Jääskeläinen et al., 2004): the memory-based (cf. Näätä-
nen et al., 2007) and the adaptation/fresh-afferent hypotheses (cf.
May and Tiitinen, 2010).

The present striking asymmetry in MMN amplitude between
cued and cueless deviants does not favour one model over the
other but indicates that, rather than being mutually exclusive,
the two models can add their effects to contribute to MMN gener-
ation. Bishop et al. (2005) suggested that the asymmetry they
found between cued and cueless deviants was due to the auto-
matic activation of low-level feature detectors when the deviant
was the frequency-modulated sound. Although they were cautious
in their conclusion and avoided claiming that the MMN was solely
dependent on increased activity in feature detectors, their results,
Please cite this article in press as: Hoonhorst I et al. Evidence for a dual versu
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unlike to ours, did not demonstrate the presence of an MMN for
cueless deviants. In the present study, the fact that cueless devi-
ants evoked a significant MMN is best interpreted as the output
of the memory comparison process since the cueless deviant did
not contain any physical feature able to trigger specialised feature
detectors. The enhanced MMN we found for cued deviants can then
be interpreted as reflecting the addition of activity emanating from
specific feature detectors for frequency sweeps to activity corre-
sponding to the automatic memory-based comparison.

Whether the memory-based and the adaptation/fresh-afferent
MMN components are separable has been discussed in numerous
papers (for the most recent reviews, see May and Tiitinen, 2010,
arguing that the MMN can be fully accounted for by the N1 differ-
ence between standards and deviants and Näätänen et al., 2011,
arguing that N1- and MMN-related neural activities may be clearly
separated). Some of the major arguments in favour of the separa-
bility are the possibility to observe MMNs under conditions in
which there is no systematic N1 difference between deviants and
standards (e.g., language-specific MMNs obtained in categorical
perception paradigms), different generator loci for the MMN and
the N1 in humans and different developmental time courses of
the MMN and N1.

Using cueless deviants, as done in the present study, is another
fairly simple method of isolating the MMN generated by a memory
comparison from the one due to fresh afferents or feature detector
activities.

Increasing the temporal distance between sound and deviance
onsets from 100 to 280 ms induced a detrimental effect on the
MMN evoked by cued and by cueless deviants. According to Näätä-
nen and Winkler (1999), the integration of the different parallel
feature-specific processes involved in sound analysis presumably
uses a temporal window of integration (TWI) of some 200-ms
duration, initiated by sound onset and during which acoustic infor-
mation is integrated into a unitary percept (Näätänen, 1990).
According to Grimm and Schröger (2005), the longer the temporal
distance is between two sound events, the weaker the relation is
between onset and offset represented in a way, allowing the pre-
attentive deviance-detection system to register a change in this
relation.

The failure of cueless deviants to elicit any significant MMN in
the late-onset condition may indicate that the amplitude
decrement associated with the deviance onset delay is faster for
the genuine MMN than for the N1-related component.

Another possibility is that both MMN components have the
same decay rate but that because the one evoked by cued stimuli
has a higher amplitude it falls back within the background noise la-
ter than the one evoked by cueless stimuli. This scheme is illus-
trated in Fig. 4 of Grimm and Schröger (2005) showing the
hypothetical gradual decline of stimulus encoding as a function of
time, in attend and ignore conditions. The amplitude enhancement
of the cued MMN could theoretically be due not only to the addition
of the memory-based and fresh-afferent components but also to a
kind of attentional capture triggered by the cue heralding deviance
onset. This attentional capture would enhance the MMN amplitude
allowing it to be detected over a longer temporal window (Grimm
and Schröger, 2005). We do not, however, favour this explanation
for the present results since one would expect an attentional
capture to evoke an N2b in addition to the MMN, a fact that is not
supported by the data: the MMN clearly inverted its polarity, during
its complete time window, whereas N2b does not invert in polarity
(Näätänen et al., 1993). Moreover, we did not observe two separate
peaks in the differential waveform and, based on visual analysis, the
MMN was larger at Fz than at Cz, whereas N2b has a more posterior
location (Näätänen et al., 1993).

The striking discrepancy between behavioural and MMN data
challenges another classical view of the MMN according to which
s single origin of the MMNs evoked by cued versus cueless deviants. Clin
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there is a correlation between MMN parameters and behavioural
data (e.g., Lang et al., 1995). Several other recent studies reported
similar discrepancies. In their studies on the temporal constraints
on MMN elicitation, Grimm et al. (2004, Grimm et al. 2005) as well
as Weise et al. (2010) observed a severe reduction of the MMN in
conditions in which behavioural hit rates were around 90%. In
our previous study (Colin et al., 2009), using duration contrasts,
although the MMN was abolished for a long deviant played against
a short standard, behavioural results remained at ceiling levels. It
thus appears that, in some circumstances, the MMN can be dra-
matically reduced or absent, whereas behavioural discrimination
results are almost at ceiling levels. Such reductions in MMN ampli-
tude thus appear to be a purely neurophysiological phenomenon
that does not impact behavioural discrimination. This observation
calls for caution in clinical applications aiming at measuring dis-
crimination performances through neurophysiological recordings
only.

Given the numerous research and clinical applications of the
MMN, it is of prime importance to gain a thorough understanding
of the neurophysiological processes underlying amplitude asym-
metries between contrast types sharing the same acoustic distance
as well of the discrepancies between MMN parameters and behav-
ioural data. Applications for which the key issue is to track the
automatic discrimination abilities (e.g., use of MMN as a predictor
for coma outcome, for a review see Daltozzo et al., 2007) and for
which the inherently low signal-to-noise ratio of the MMN is an is-
sue (clinical populations) would benefit from contrasts eliciting
large MMNs (and more specifically contrasts in which the deviant
is cued), even though such MMNs do not guarantee the presence of
a genuine memory MMN and a direct link with the attentional
system. On the other hand, for research applications devoted to
tapping into the memory issues only, it might be important to
use featureless deviants that would evoke an MMN limited to the
output of the comparison mechanism in auditory sensory memory.
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